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QUIET J OGGING 

This is a Continuation of our US. Provisional Ser. No. 
60/058,032 ?led Sep. 2, 1997 and claims priority therefrom. 

This relates to machine processing of checks and like 
unit records, and especially to “jogging” operations therefor. 

BACKGROUND, FEATURES 

Workers in the document processing arts (e.g., machine 
processing of checks) knoW that it is common to subject 
stacks of such unit-record documents to a “jogging” opera 
tion Where the documents are con?ned and shaken on a ?at 
surface (e. g., jogging table) to help align their leading edges. 

FIG. 1 gives an idealiZed upper perspective of a jogger 
tray T Which, includes a see-through storage area S and is 
adapted to receive stacks of standard-siZe documents (e.g., 
checks 5—10“ long X 2.25—4.5“ high) in various pockets 
(e.g., four like pockets shoWn: I,II,III,IV) Which may each 
be roughly as long as a check-length. Tray T Will be 
understood as to be mounted on a mechanical jogger (or 
shaker) means JB‘ adapted to tilt the in-tray check stacks 
doWn toWard their “leading-edges” and shake them suf? 
cient to quickly align the leading and bottom edge of all 
checks in a stack. Tray T Will generally comprise a ?at base 
or deck d and four like Walls (front, back, side) With 
separators for each pocket. 

After the requisite shaking (jogging) and When such 
alignment is complete, a single stack of checks can be 
picked up from each pocket and injected into an automatic 
check processor machine (not shoWn, but Well knoWn in the 
art). Here, for simplicity one might assume that the checks 
are 6 inches long by 2% inches high, though this is not 
required. 
A noise problem can develop during most jogging. We 

?nd that objectionable acoustic noise of document joggers 
can be ameliorated or eliminated by an insert lined With 
impact absorbing material Which is protected from damage 
by a thin, abrasion resistant coating. The insert can be easily 
replaced With minimal doWntime and cost if the lining is 
accidentally damaged or the coating eventually Wears out. 

Thus, an object hereof is to alloW document processing 
equipment operators to jog documents for long periods of 
time Without objectionable acoustic noise. (Long jog times 
enhance document processing performance). 
What is NeW or Different: Impact absorbing materials 

here speci?ed are long Wearing and Will Withstand abuse 
because of the thin coating. Yet, the thin coating Will not 
substantially reduce the vibration dampening effectiveness 
of the underlying material. The liner design permits easy 
replacement if eXtreme abuse (e.g.; puncture from scissors 
or staple) damages it. 

Advantages Over Past Practice: Operators Will jog longer 
because objectionable acoustic noise is absent. Abrasion 
resistant coating prevents early Wear of impact absorbing 
material. Replaceable liner reduces doWntime. Liner design 
eliminates crevices Where document edges can lodge, pre 
venting effective jogging. The invention is also apt for use 
to jog other like unit records, eg in mail sorters, or envelope 
stuf?ng machines. Thus, quieter record jogging is an object 
hereof. 

Thus, an object hereof is to address and resolve at least 
some of these problems and provide at least some of the 
here-described features. A particular object is to jog items 
more quietly. A more particular object is to add impact 
absorbing, noise-suppressing material as a liner in a record 
jogging bin. 
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2 
Other objects and advantages of the present invention Will 

be apparent to those skilled in the art. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing and other features and advantages of the 
present invention Will be appreciated by Workers as they 
become better understood by reference to the folloWing 
detailed description of the present preferred embodiments, 
these being considered in conjunction With the accompany 
ing draWings, Wherein like reference symbols denote like 
elements: 

FIG. 1 is a very schematic, idealiZed shoWing of a 
check-jogger tray mounted for jogging; While FIG. 1A is a 
like shoWing of a jogger bin modi?ed according to an 
embodiment of the invention (but Without any noise 
suppressing liner); 

FIG. 2A gives a side vieW of a jog bin, While FIG. 2B 
shoWs a bin With surfaces covered according to a preferred 
embodiment; and FIG. 3 gives a front vieW. 

DETAILS 

FIGS. 1, 1A illustrate a document jogger, Without provi 
sion for acoustic noise treatment. The jogger’s main function 
is to line-up all the leading and bottom edges of a stack of 
documents so they can be reliably operated upon by docu 
ment processors. This is accomplished by vigorously vibrat 
ing the stack of documents in a bin unit BU so that their 
interdocument friction lock is broken and they fall to the 
bottom of the bin. 

The base JB is usually a very heavy part With rubber feet 
underneath it. The rubber feet rest on a table or special stand 
so that the deck is at a convenient height for an operator to 
load and unload documents in the bins. The housing is 
suspended from the base With springs. An electromagnet 
rigidly fastened to the base excites the housing With an 
alternating magnetic ?eld. This ?eld causes the housing to 
vibrate on its suspension vertically. A deck, usually a hard, 
solid Wood such as maple, is rigidly fastened to the housing 
so that it vibrates With the housing. The amplitude of this 
vibration is approximately 0.050 inch peak-to-peak, and its 
frequency is usually common household frequency, 60 
HertZ. 

The deck D of BU is divided into bins b of a convenient 
siZe: normally to hold a stack of documents that can be 
grasped in one adult human hand. A jogger may have one or 
more bins, b, depending upon the jogging time and number 
of documents being processed. As many as 12 bins have 
been employed, but 4 bins (as in FIGS. 1, 1A) is common 
for use With check processing equipment. To facilitate lining 
up both the leading and bottom edges of the documents, the 
deck D and front bin Walls Bf form a vee. Documents settle 
into this vee because of the vertical vibration of the deck 
(e.g. such is illustrated in FIG. 2A). 

Bits of paper, staples, rubber bands, or paper clips may 
dislodge from the documents because of the vigorous vibra 
tion. Debris slots ds near the bottom of the vee alloW these 
items to fall out of the bins. 

The above Will be Well understood by those familiar With 
the state of the art of document joggers. With current 
technology, the documents bounce Within the bins. The 
impact of the documents’ leading and bottom edges against 
the hard Wooden deck produces vibration in the deck Which 
then emanates objectionable acoustic noise. One solution to 
this acoustic problem involves cushioning the impact by 
lining the deck With soft foam bonded to the vee surfaces of 
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each bin. However, documents are abrasive, and they can 
readily Wear grooves into this foam. Also, the foam can be 
easily torn by staples, etc. Such “Wear-grooves” and tears 
can interfere With effective jogging: eg by preventing 
leading and bottom edges from lining-up properly. Replac 
ing the foam normally requires replacing the entire deck— 
an expensive proposition. 
Embodiment Details 
A preferred embodiment is depicted in FIGS. 1A, 2B, 3 

Where a 4-pocket check-jogger B‘ is modi?ed, according to 
the invention, to include bin-liner material to suppress 
noise—thereby alloWing records (e.g. checks) to be jogged 
at high speeds, vigorously and for long periods Without 
excess noise or Wear. 

FIG. 2B is a section of a bin B‘ vieWed perpendicular to 
the document face. Impact absorbing material f, such as 
foam or soft rubber, is bonded to a liner L using commonly 
knoWn adhesive or vulcaniZation techniques. Preferably, the 
thickness of the impact absorbing material f is approxi 
mately 0.125 inch. The liner L can be metal, plastic, or any 
other material Which can hold fasteners such as clinch stud 
cs, secured by Wing nuts n—these used to attach the liner L 
to the deck d. A characteristic such a fastener—according to 
the invention—is that no part of it should protrude beyond 
the liner on the impact absorbing material side and into the 
area of the document Where it may contact the documents’ 
leading edges (this could interfere With jogging). Another 
characteristic is that such fasteners should not be so pushed 
into the impact absorbing material as to, reduce its impact 
absorbing properties, or forming a “bump” on the document 
contact surface Which Would interfere With aligning 
documents’edges. Commonly knoWn fasteners such as 
clinch studs or Weld studs, for example, can meet these 
requirements. 

The clinch stud threaded fasteners c-s or the like protrude 
through holes in the Wood deck d. Any nuts n Which can be 
manually torqued to hold the clinch nuts to the Wood deck 
can be used. Examples are Wing nuts or knobs With threaded 
holes. This permits the liner/absorbing material assembly to 
be easily removed and replaced Without tools or need for a 
skilled operator. Thus, each assembly can be replaced 
quickly and easily, if it is accidentally damaged, minimiZing 
document processor doWn time. 

Athin (approximately 0.005 inch thick) abrasion resistant 
coating a-r (FIG. 3) may also be formed on the impact 
absorbing material f to prevent document edges from abrad 
ing and damaging its surface. The coating material a-r 
should also, preferably be ?exible enough to permit the 
impact absorbing material to absorb vibrational energy (eg 
from a bouncing document). Additionally, the coating mate 
rial a-r should have loW friction against paper documents to 
permit the documents to slide easily into registration. In 
contrast, foam or soft rubber surfaces Will usually present 
high friction against document papers. Coating materials 
such as ultra high molecular Weight polyethylene are pre 
ferred (but not limited to this material) to provide the 
abrasion resistance, the ?exibility, and the loW friction. 

The liner L preferably is composed of tWo pieces: a 
document leading edge absorbing assembly L-A, and a 
document bottom edge absorbing assembly L-B (FIG. 2B). 
Each can be independently installed and removed. The 
bottom edge assembly L-B is preferably separated suffi 
ciently from the leading edge assembly L-A so as to continue 
to permit debris to pass through the Wood deck’s debris slots 
ds, as is shoWn in FIG. 2B. 

The document bottom edge absorbing assembly L-B 
preferably comprises a U shaped liner L-BB, as shoWn by 
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4 
the crossectional vieW in FIG. 3. The U shape permits an 
assembly that prevents the document edges from being 
exposed to small crevices (approximately the thickness of a 
document; e.g. 0.004—0.010 inch thick paper is common), 
Where the document Will be trapped, and therefore, Will not 
jog properly. The liner LBB should be formed With a very 
small radius, but consistent With good forming practices. 
The vertical Walls of the U shape are lined With the same 
impact absorbing material as is used to cushion document 
edges, but With a suf?ciently large gap gg (approximately 
0.050 inch) betWeen them and the bottom edge impact 
absorber to separate the documents from the crevices formed 
by the bottom edge absorber and the vertical liner Walls. It 
also absorbs impacts due to slapping the document against 
the side Walls of the bin While jogging. 
Results 

It Will be apparent that our aforedescribed invention is apt 
for effecting the objects mentioned; e.g., reduce noise from 
jogging documents in a bin. 

It Will be evident that this noise-suppression is preferably 
effected by providing inner bin surfaces With a liner means 
comprising a foam layer or the like, With Wear-resistant, 
?exible coating on its inner face and a ?exible liner on its 
opposite face, With fasteners removably coupling the foam 
and liner to the bin. 
Of course, modi?cations to the preferred embodiment 

described are possible Without departing from the spirit of 
the present invention. For example, there are other different 
Ways to provide such noise-suppressing foam and Liners, 
and the invention is not limited to the particular types of 
receptacles, joggers or the particular types of documents or 
tapes described. Additionally, some features of the present 
invention can be used to advantage Without the correspond 
ing use of other features. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A document jogger for jogging documents, the docu 

ment jogger comprising: 
a bin for receiving said documents; 
a vibrator coupled to said bin for vibrating said bin; 
a liner for said bin adapted to be removably attached from 

said bin; 
an impact absorbing ?exible material attached to said 

liner, said ?exible material being of a softness to absorb 
the shock of said documents as said bin is vibrated; and 

a thin, abrasion resistant, loW friction layer covering said 
?exible material to prevent documents from damaging 
said ?exible material and alloWing said documents to 
slide easily, said thin abrasion resistant, loW friction 
layer also soft enough to permit said ?exible material to 
absorb the shock of said documents to quiet said 
document jogger. 

2. The document jogger of claim 1 Wherein said thin, 
abrasion resistant, loW friction layer is made of ultra high 
molecular Weight polyethylene. 

3. The document jogger of claim 1 Wherein said bin 
comprises a ?rst surface being adapted to support bottom 
edges of the documents and a second surface disposed 
normal to said ?rst surface and being adapted to support 
leading edges of the documents. 

4. The document jogger of claim 3 Where said ?rst and 
second surfaces de?ne a uniform crack-gap therebetWeen 
that is large enough to pass extraneous record accessory 
parts. 

5. The document jogger of claim 3 Where each surface is 
covered by said liner With said ?exible material interposed 
thereupon. 
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6. The document jogger of claim 1 wherein said bin is 
received in a cradle affixed on said vibrator. 

7. The document jogger of claim 1 Wherein said bin is 
subdivided to receive various groups of documents. 

8. The document jogger of claim 3 Wherein the surfaces 
de?ne a debris-passing slot therebetWeen. 

9. Apparatus for jogging like documents, the apparatus 
comprising: 

means for receiving and storing said documents; 
said storing means having ?rst and second ?at surfaces 

disposed perpendicular to one another to form a 
v-con?guration; 

means for vibrating said storing means; 

means, attached to said surfaces, for suppressing noise, 
said noise suppressing means comprising means for 
absorbing impact of the documents, the impact absorb 
ing means having a softness sufficient to absorb a shock 
of said documents during vibrations and including 
associated liner means adapted to be removably 
attached to said ?rst and second surfaces; and 

a thin, abrasion resistant, loW friction layer covering said 
impact absorbing means to prevent documents from 
damaging said impact absorbing means and alloWing 
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said documents to slide easily, said loW friction layer 
also being suf?ciently ?eXible to permit said impact 
absorbing means to absorb the shock of said docu 
ments. 

10. The apparatus of claim 9 Wherein said ?at surfaces 
provide a ?rst, bottom-edge-supporting surface and a 
second, leading-edge-supporting surface disposed normal to 
said ?rst bottom-edge-supporing surface. 

11. The apparatus of claim 9 Wherein said ?rst and second 
?at surfaces de?ne a uniform gap therebetWeen that is large 
enough to pass extraneous document accessory parts. 

12. The apparatus of claim 9 Wherein each surface is 
covered by said liner means With said impact absorbing 
means interposed thereupon. 

13. The apparatus of claim 9 Wherein said receiving and 
storing means is received in a cradle af?Xed on said vibrating 
means. 

14. The apparatus of claim 9 Wherein said storing means 
is sub-divided to receive various groups of documents. 

15. The apparatus of claim 9 Wherein the surfaces de?ne 
a debris passing slot therebetWeen. 

* * * * * 


